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\section*{Abstract}
Web users are nowadays confronted with the huge variety of available information sources whose content is not targeted at any specific group or layer. Recommendation systems aim at adapting this content to (their guesses about) the needs of a particular user and hence usually compute some sort of relevance score of the manipulated content objects. As direct information about user needs is scarce, content objects are assessed not directly with respect to those needs but rather in relative manner, i.e., as compared to other objects whose relevance is known. The likeness indices for objects vary from association degrees computed from user logs to inter-object similarities to aggregations of direct user votes on object relevance. We claim that as structured content descriptions, i.e., by means of an ontology, get ever more popular among information providers on the Web, the underlying domain knowledge may successfully be exploited in comparing objects for recommendation purposes. In this paper, we introduce a recommendation approach that explores a specific sort of domain knowledge, the inter-object relational links (e.g., part-of, powered-by, same-author-as, etc.), that are typically expressed at the ontological level by means of specialized languages like OWL. These links form the backbone of a new sort of behavioral patterns, called \textit{relation rules}, that are extracted from user logs. The basic notions, definitions and mining algorithm for relation rules are provided and illustrated by means of sample ontology and content object set of e-commerce flavor.
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\section{1 Introduction}
The Internet has taken a fast growth over the past years and is now playing a central role in information exchanges. The progress allows providers and public administration to offer their products and services directly to a huge population of Web users. However, while the offer is usually rich, only a limited subset of the information items, or content objects, available on a Web site are relevant to the needs/preferences/tastes of a particular user. Recommendation systems are developed with a mission to help users find items of interest among those served by a Web application. As direct information about user needs is scarce, essentially for confidentiality reasons, relevance is rarely assessed by directly confronting content objects to (a structured representation of) those needs. Instead, items are compared among them with the heuristic guess that likeness will mean potential relevance. Here likeness scores can be obtained by processes as diverging as similarity computation from structured descriptions of items, association extraction from co-occurrences of items in user logs or aggregation of direct user votes on the relevance of particular items. We claim that regardless of the actual assessment approach for item likeness, higher degrees correlate with the existence of semantic links among item pairs. Hence, in order to increase effectiveness and efficiency of recommendation systems, we propose to directly incorporate knowledge about the existence of such links in the assessment process. Indeed, working with an explicit representation of such links rather than inferring them \textit{a posteriori} and on an individual basis allows for a better, i.e., more precise and at a higher abstraction level, evaluation of regularities in the interactions between users and items or among items themselves.

Ontologies provide the formal framework for expressing knowledge about a domain, comprising semantic links among domain individuals that are described at the conceptual level as inter-concept relations or roles. Ontologies are seen as interoperability means on the Web and therefore a growing number of information providers on the Web power their applications with an ontology describing the content that is served. Hence, it seems reasonable to make a recommendation system rely on a domain ontology in the assessment of item relevance.
We are investigating a recommendation approach that explores an available ontology as source of two types of knowledge about content objects: membership to generic concepts and existence of inter-object relational links. The approach is memory-based as its key component is an analyzer of user logs that reveals patterns of user-item interaction. The discovered regularities are used to choose optimal “next item” for on-line recommendation to a user. Two different types of patterns are mined, class patterns and relation patterns. While the former kind is closely related to what is known as generalized patterns in the data mining field [23], the latter type represents an original notion that has not been studied so far, at least to the best of our knowledge. As their respective names reveal, class patterns are made of ontology concept (class) names while relation patterns include relation (role) names. Both represent sequences of ontology elements that, once their interestingness established, are matched against a user session to figure out a subset of items to recommend. The combination of both types of patterns provably increases the precision of the recommendation, especially in case of a large population of content objects. To motivate the relation pattern concept, consider a company Web site featuring digital cameras for sale and assume that the company decides to power the site with a domain ontology and a log-analysis-based recommendation system. Imagine that the site users, once they have made up their minds on a purchase of a camera body, typically look for a compatible zoom. An average mining method for plain pattern would easily extract co-occurrences of cameras and zooms and there may be some concrete patterns that become frequent with time and hence get selected for recommendation. As those remain of very local scope, a more sophisticated approach would be to generalize such patterns at the class level, thus leading to a unique pattern roughly saying "recommend zooms after a camera has been targeted". However, if many cameras and zooms are sold on the site, by following this pattern a user picking a camera would be proposed a large number of zooms whereby only few of them would match the actually selected body. The obvious noise could be easily avoided if the pattern could be spelled as: "recommend compatible zooms" which directly refers to a compatibility relation between cameras and zooms. Our study is about the extraction and application of this kind of patterns.

In this paper we lay the foundations of the approach by providing the definitions of key concepts such as relationset, relation association rule, support and confidence of such rules. Moreover, we formulate straightforward algorithms for the related mining tasks. The entire set of novel constructs are illustrated by means of a simple e-commerce flavored ontology which has been adapted from a well-known ontology\(^1\) and further completed with a set of content objects.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some definitions related to ontology and description logics. Section 3 introduces new notions that are used in the paper, formally defines the approach that we propose, and describes algorithms that we developed to make recommendations from relation rules. Section 4 provides an illustrative example of our approach. Section 5 gives an overview of some related work on personalization and recommendation. Concluding remarks and discussions on future work are given in Section 6.

2 Ontologies and Description logics

An ontology is a conceptual schema expressed in a suitable language which provides necessary constructors to add semantics to the represented information. Ontologies have recently gained interest with the emergence of the Semantic Web [7], and some related standardization efforts are being conducted at several levels and for several purposes such as IST OntoWeb [15], DAML+OIL [9], SemanticWeb.org [11], and OWL [19]. Some of them give a meaning to the text while others go further and help make assertions and infer new knowledge.

2.1 OWL

OWL (Ontology Web Language) is a standard for domain knowledge representation which is defined to be used as a general structure in the semantic web [19]. OWL allows semantic web ontology to be expressed using concepts and roles and a specific set of connectors using XML syntax.

OWL defines three sub-languages from the less expressive one to the more expressive one: OWL-Lite, OWL-DL and OWL-Full. We are interested in this paper by the use of OWL-DL, which implements all the functionalities allowed by the description logic (DL) formalism and is sufficient enough to our work. The basic principles of DL language are given in the following section.

2.2 Description logics

Description logics formalism for knowledge representation and description is mainly characterized by a set of constructors that allow the definition of complex concepts and roles

\(^1\)http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/owl-library/camera.owl
from atomic ones. An atomic concept is an unary relation that can be considered as a class of a set of objects called individuals, whereas an atomic role corresponds to a binary relation between two concepts. Concepts (respectively roles) are called primitives if they are not defined from other concepts (respectively other roles). Concepts and roles grouped together form the terminology and the vocabulary for the application domain and are labelled by the term TBox. The second component of a DL knowledge base is called ABox which contains factual assertions about individuals based on the TBox concepts and roles. For more details about DL, the reader is referred to Baader et al. [6]. In the remainder of this article we will use OWL terms like ABox or TBox.

2.3 Example of domain ontology in OWL

As an example of OWL ontology, we consider the domain of electronic commerce for which we have extended an existing ontology about cameras. In order to get a richer representation of the underlying domain, we have added concepts and roles to cover more products and accessories. The resulting ontology can be considered as an ontology for a part of real electronic retail site. Figure 1 is a partial view of this ontology, where just is-a relations are shown using the Protégé platform².

3 Ontology relation-based recommendation approach

Since the existence of large amounts of data represents a potential wealth of information, we use adequate methods for transforming data into meaningful information and useful knowledge. One class of such data is stored in transaction databases from which all items obtained in a single transaction can be retrieved as a unit. The transactions can then be examined to determine what items typically appear together, e.g., which items customers buy together in a database of supermarket transactions. According to domain ontology, items and associations are represented in a way that most likely reflects the human perception on the domain under consideration. By analogy with item transaction in association rule applications, a relation transaction is a transaction of individual relations obtained from an item transaction (e.g., laptop, battery, suitcase) by replacing items with their corresponding relations (e.g., poweredBy, carriedBy) drawn from a domain ontology. In a similar way, we define a relationset as a set of relations occurring together on a relation transaction. To avoid ambiguity in the use of the term transaction, we call the classic transaction item transaction as opposed to relation transaction.

Formal definitions of relationset and relation transaction are as follows. Let $I_R = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_n\}$ be a set of distinct relations of the ontology $\Omega : I_R \subset \text{TBox}(\Omega)$. Let $D_R$ be a set of relation transactions, where each transaction $I_R$ is a subset of $I_R$. A unique identifier is associated with each relation transaction. $X_R$ is called relationset if $X_R \subseteq I_R$. A relation association rule is an implication of the form $X_R \Rightarrow Y_R$, where relationsets $X_R$ and $Y_R$ verify $X_R \cap Y_R = \emptyset$. A $k$-relationset (respectively $k$-itemset) is a relationset (resp. an itemset) composed of $k$ relations (resp. items). The most common measure associated with an itemset (and a rule) is its support, the percentage of all transactions that contain the itemset [2]. A relation rule of the form $X_R \Rightarrow Y_R$ is associated with a confidence measure which is a ratio between the support of the relationset $X_R \cup Y_R$ and the support of the relationset $X_R$. The confidence gives the conditional probability of having $Y_R$ when $X_R$ occurs.

3.1 Problem Statement

The statement of relation rule mining problem is quite similar to the classical association rule mining problem. As firstly stated by Agrawal et al [3], the problem of mining association rules is as follows: given a set of transactions $D$, the problem is to generate all association rules that have support and confidence greater than user-fixed thresholds called respectively $\text{minsup}$ for minimum support and $\text{minconf}$ for minimum confidence. This problem, as stated, stays valid in our case. Thus, the general problem is to find $\Gamma_R \cup D$ a set of all frequent relationsets and then generate related relation rules which will be used to make recommendations. The problem of relation rule based recommendation can be decomposed into three subproblems:

1. Data transformation: item transactions are transformed into relation transactions (see Subsection 3.2 for more details).

2. Frequent relationset mining and association rule generation: find all relations that have a transaction support above $\text{minsup}$ fixed by the user. This corresponds to the proportion of transactions that contain a relation. Then, relation association rules with confidence above user-fixed $\text{minconf}$ are generated. At this step, relation transactions can be considered as item

²Protégé: http://protege.stanford.edu
transactions, and any frequent itemset mining algorithm (e.g., Apriori algorithm [3]) is suitable to mine frequent relation sets. In subsection 3.3 we present an algorithm for frequent relationset and relation rule mining.

3. Recommendation: find most relevant relation rules having an antecedent similar to the relations detected between the last user visited items, and suggest items involved in the consequence of these relation rules. If the set of relation rules is empty, frequent 1-relationsets are used to recommend concepts. An algorithm for item recommendation is presented in Subsection 3.4.

3.2 Data transformation: from item transactions to relation transactions

As we mentioned earlier, transactions on original data are sets of items. Therefore, we need to transform them into relation transactions in order to further generate k-relation sets and relation rules. A solution consists to exploit the underlying ontology structure of domain knowledge and construct relation transactions.

3.3 Frequent relation sets and relation rules generation

To mine frequent relation sets within a set of relation transactions, Algorithms 1 and 2 are used, where the first one is used to mine frequent 1-relationset. These algorithms adopt an Apriori approach [1, 3, 4, 5, 14, 17] to mine frequent relation sets by candidate generation. As mentioned earlier, other approaches can be used to mine frequent relation sets. Once all frequent relation sets are generated, the rule Miner procedure is called, which generates relation rules with confidence above the user-fixed minconf. The generated rules are then used as input in Algorithm 3 to select item that will be recommended to the current user.

![Figure 1: Partial view e-commerce ontology.](image-url)

Algorithm 1 Mining Frequent 1-relation sets

```plaintext
1: $\mathcal{D}_\mathcal{R}$ : set of all relation transactions
2: minsup : minimum support;
3: $\Gamma^1_\mathcal{R} \leftarrow \emptyset$;
4: $\mathcal{R} = \bigcup_{r \in \mathcal{R}} \mathcal{D}_\mathcal{R} / \mathcal{D}_\mathcal{R} r$; //R set of all $\mathcal{D}_\mathcal{R}$ relations
5: for all $r \in \mathcal{R}$ do
6: \hspace{0.5cm} $n \leftarrow 0$; // n : number of occurrences
7: \hspace{1cm} for all $\mathcal{D}_\mathcal{R} \in \mathcal{D}_\mathcal{R}$ do
8: \hspace{1.5cm} if $r \in \mathcal{D}_\mathcal{R}$ then $n \leftarrow n + 1$;
9: \hspace{1cm} end if
10: \hspace{0.5cm} end for
11: \hspace{0.5cm} if $n \geq$ minsup $\times |\mathcal{D}_\mathcal{R}|$ then
12: \hspace{1cm} $\Gamma^1_\mathcal{R} \leftarrow \Gamma^1_\mathcal{R} \cup \{r\}$;
13: \hspace{0.5cm} end if
14: end for
15: return $\Gamma^1_\mathcal{R}$.
```
Algorithm 2 FrM : Mining Frequent relation sets and relation rules generation

1: $\mathcal{D}_R$ : set of all relation transactions
2: $\text{minsup}$ : minimum support;
3: $\text{minconf}$ : minimum confidence;
4: $\Gamma^1_R \leftarrow$ all frequent 1-relation sets;
5: for $k = 2; \Gamma^{k-1}_R \neq \emptyset; k++$ do
6: $P^k \leftarrow \text{candidateGen}(\Gamma^{k-1}_R);$ // k-relation set candidates generation from $\Gamma^{k-1}_R$
7: for all $t \in \mathcal{D}_R$ do
8: $P^k_t \leftarrow \text{subset}(P^k, t);$ // Add candidates contained in $t$
9: end for
10: for all $c \in P^k_t$ do
11: count$(c)++;$
12: end for
13: $\Gamma^k_R = \{c \in P^k_t/\text{count}(c) \geq \text{minsup} \times |\mathcal{D}_R|\};$
14: end for
15: $\Gamma_R \leftarrow \bigcup_k \Gamma^k_R$;
16: return (ruleMiner($\Gamma_R$));
17: procedure ruleMiner($S$ : set of relation sets)
18: $\mathcal{AS} \leftarrow \emptyset;$ // $\mathcal{AS}$ : set of relation rules
19: for all $X \in S$ do
20: for all $A$ nonempty subset of $X$ do
21: $B = X - A;$
22: if $(\text{support}(AB)/\text{support}(A)) \geq \text{minconf}$ then
23: $\mathcal{AS} \leftarrow \mathcal{AS} \cup \{A \Rightarrow B\};$
24: end if
25: end for
26: end for
27: return ($\mathcal{AS}$);
28: end procedure

3.4 Recommendation

The recommendation algorithm $\text{RAr}$ (see Algorithm 3) suggests items according to last visited items and to the set of relation rules generated in the previous step. The steps of $\text{RAr}$ are as follows: (i) select from the domain ontology all relations that hold for the last visited items, (ii) select rules having those relations as antecedent, (iii) recommend new items which are involved in at least one rule consequence.

Algorithm 3 $\text{RAr}$ : Recommendation Algorithm

1: $\Omega$ : domain ontology
2: $\mathcal{C} \leftarrow \emptyset;$ // set of items to recommend
3: $\mathcal{AS}$ : set of all relation rules generated by FrM;
4: $I$ : set of last visited items
5: $\mathcal{SR} \leftarrow \emptyset;$ // set of selected rules
6: $\mathcal{R} \leftarrow \text{relations}(\Omega, I);$ // set of the ontology relations involved in $I$
7: $\Gamma^1_R$ : set of all frequent 1-relation sets;
8: if $\mathcal{AS} \neq \emptyset$ then
9: for all $as \in \mathcal{AS}$ do
10: if antecedent$(as) \subseteq \mathcal{R}$ then
11: $\mathcal{SR} \leftarrow \mathcal{SR} \cup \{as\};$
12: end if
13: end if
14: $\mathcal{R} \leftarrow \text{consequences}(\mathcal{SR});$ // get consequences of selected rules
15: else // use frequent 1-relation sets
16: $\mathcal{R} \leftarrow \Gamma^1_R$;
17: end if
18: for all $r \in \mathcal{R}$ do
19: $\mathcal{C} \leftarrow \mathcal{C} \cup \text{items}(\Omega, r);$ // get items involved in the relation $r$
20: end for
21: $\mathcal{C} \leftarrow \mathcal{C} - I;$ // keep only not visited items
22: return $\mathcal{C}$;

4 An illustrative example

In order to show the need for broadening the recommendation process by using domain ontology relations in the personalization process, we introduce an example that illustrates the way relation recommendation strategy can deal with some cases better than what previous recommendation
approaches might do. For simplicity reasons, we limit ourselves to recommendations produced from 1-relationsets. Due to the lack of web sites where content is described using domain ontology, we produced a synthetic dataset to illustrate our approach. The dataset corresponds to virtual user transactions of an electronic retail site. The site content covers a variety of digital products and accessories, such as digital cameras, batteries, mp3-players, etc. We have also developed an OWL ontology presented in Subsection 2.1 to describe the site content and semantic relations holding among products. The dataset contains eleven transactions.

Let $\Omega$ be the ontology of Figure 1 that describes the content of our virtual site. Let $L$ be a set of $\Omega$ concepts and $D$ the set of item transactions as indicated in Figure 2. In order to handle transactions easily we replace each item by a unique identifier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Transaction ID</th>
<th>Transaction Item's label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>[JumpCar, JumpPhone, Mp3-Care, UltraCard-Phone]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002</td>
<td>[Canon-500, 128-Compaq Flash, Energizer-AA-2500mAh-R, DC-Charger]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>003</td>
<td>[Sony-Ericson-Cellular, SE-650mAh-BST-30-R, SE-Charger]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004</td>
<td>[Pentium IV, 512MO-SecureDigital, Pelican1120, MCM-AA-Charger]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>005</td>
<td>[CyberShot-DSC-P93, MCM-AA-1800mAh-R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006</td>
<td>[JumpCar, JumpPhone, Mp3-Care]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>007</td>
<td>[O-R-W-Pack, Mp3-Care]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>008</td>
<td>[Energizer-AA-2500mAh-R, DC-Charger]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Label of items.

We then use Apriori algorithm to generate all frequent itemsets (see Figure 3), where the corresponding support is greater than the $\minsup$ fixed to 0.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1-Itemset</th>
<th>Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Frequent itemsets.

To produce recommendations, association rules must be generated. To that end, we need to generate all frequent itemsets. Figure 4 shows association rules produced from itemsets of Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1-Itemset</th>
<th>Association Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1, 2]</td>
<td>1 $\rightarrow$ 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1, 3]</td>
<td>1 $\rightarrow$ 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2, 2]</td>
<td>2 $\rightarrow$ 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3, 3]</td>
<td>3 $\rightarrow$ 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Discovered association rules.

To get the set of 1-relationsets and make recommendations, we use algorithms mentioned earlier. First, we generate relation transactions as given in Figure 5.

We note that there is no relation transaction generated from the item transaction with $ID = 010$. This is due to the fact that the corresponding items are not directly related in the considered ontology. Then, we associate a unique ID to each relation transaction as shown in Figure 6. At this stage, Algorithm 1 generates all frequent 1-relationsets where the corresponding support is greater than the user-fixed $\minsup$. We keep the same $\minsup$ as earlier ($\minsup = 0.1$). Once the generation phase is over, Algorithm 3 produces recommendations according to the items that are freshly visited. Recommendations consist on a set of ontology concepts (items) involved in the selected 1-relationsets. Figure 7 gives some examples of recommended concepts according to the last item visited.

Even with simple relationsets, the example shows that recommendations made from relations are more precise and interesting than those produced using classical recommendation approaches.

Figure 5: Relation transactions with labels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relation Transaction ID</th>
<th>Transaction Relation's label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>[extendedMemory, carry, InteWith]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>[powerfully, extendedMemory, carry, chargedWith]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>[powerfully, chargedWith]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>[chargedWith]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>[carry]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>[powerfully]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>[extendedMemory, carry]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>[chargedWith]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Relation transactions with ID; support of 1-relationsets.

One of the most known problems in recommendation systems is the new item problem since once new items are added, the system cannot recommend them. This problem
is partially addressed with generalized association rules, where new items can be suggested if corresponding concepts are known or at least one of their high-level concepts is known. However, if the concept related to the new item belongs to a different concept hierarchy (taxonomy), it is not possible to produce recommendation with the generalized association rule approach. In such situations, relation rules are able to recommend items even though they are not seen before or do not belong to a given concept hierarchy involved in the rules. New concepts are recommended in relation rules just according to the way they are connected with other known items in the domain ontology.

### 5 Related work

Most of recent research efforts in personalization and recommendation systems have focused on determining which groups of items, called itemsets, frequently appear together in transactions to make recommendations from usage data only. From any itemset an association rule may be derived which, given the occurrence of a subset of the items in the itemset, predicts the probability of the occurrence of the remaining items (e.g., [2] [25], [12], [18]). According to the recommendation strategy, two main approaches can be distinguished, (i) content-based recommendations which are based on item similarities (e.g., [20]), (ii) collaborative filtering where recommendations are produced by computing the similarity between different users’ preferences (e.g., [22, 16, 8, 21]).

However, limited research studies are conducted on developing methods and approaches to integrate knowledge associated with the content in the personalization and recommendation process. Some algorithms have been proposed for finding generalized itemsets from items that are classified by one or more taxonomic hierarchies (e.g., [13], [23], [24]). These algorithms are designed to support structured data which are organized into hierarchies. Dai et al. [10] have proposed a general framework for domain knowledge integration at different steps of the personalization process without specifying how this is actually done.

### 6 Discussion and future work

We proposed and developed a new recommendation approach that extends the classical association rule mining problem from item (concept) to relation by providing the capability to handle ontology domain relationships. We developed algorithms for (i) transforming item transactions to relation transactions, (ii) discovering relation rules from frequent relationsets, and (iii) producing recommendations. The approach is able to recommend items even when item transactions are sparse, and is suitable for mining interesting patterns even when item co-occurrences are low. The dataset used in this work is synthetic. Real-life data are currently being collected to validate the proposed approach. The relationset mining process can be improved by taking into account indirect and implicit item relationships. By doing so, the number of non-projected item transactions will decrease. Another extension consists to exploit this approach for site restructuring by making the classes involved in frequent relationsets closer to the user’s navigation view. Finally, a deep exploration and development of relation rule mining will be helpful not only in personalization applications such as e-commerce and ITS, but also in other fields and domains where an ontology is associated to the data.
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